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Welcome from ALTA President

For the past 28 years, NCOLCTL has continued to serve the LCTL community and has worked to bring together higher institutions, K-12 educators, language associations and individuals to accomplish mission goals.



This year’s theme "LCTL Education in the US: From Pre-K to Global Professional" is at the core of our mission segment: “to

increase the number of Americans who choose to learn one or more of the less commonly taught languages (LCTLs) as a means

of enhancing cross-cultural communication among citizens of the United States.”



NCOLCTL seeks to improve the teaching and learning of LCTL languages and to make them more generally available.

NCOLCTL provides professional development based on new research for K-16 LCTL teachers nationwide and training them

methods on using best practices in teaching aligned with World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages. [1]



However, preparation and retention of U.S. world language teachers has proved challenging in recent years. In a 2017 ACTFL

press release, it was noted that for the third year in a row, more than 40 states, including D.C., have reported a teacher shortage in

world languages. Leading to an all-time high since the Department of Education began data collection over 25 years ago. [2] This

shortage is evidence of the demanding task of preparing and retaining K-16 language teachers. From 2009 to 2014, teacher education enrollment dropped by 35% according to a 2016 report by the Learning Policy Institute. [3] The language-policy analyst Rachel

Hanson describes this dilemma best, “You can’t expand language education if you don’t have the pool of teachers to teach it.

And, if the students aren’t learning the language and becoming proficient, they won’t become teachers.” [4]



We in our roles in the field of teaching and learning LCTL have the responsibility to continue pursuing research leading to better

practices of learning and teaching LCTLs. In my current role as Director of the Arabic Department for Global Education Excellence Schools and Director for Michigan Arabic Teachers’ Council, we provide year-round continuing professional development

for K-16 Arabic teachers that keep them equipped for meeting the demand for highly proficient teachers.



Responsibility means finding the best strategies to train and retain LCTL teachers to meet the demand for the future. While this is

no simple task, together we can keep language education thriving in the U.S.



I am looking forward to a great NCOLCTL conference and meeting many wonderful educators.



Thank you,



Wafa Hassan

President, NCOLCTL



[1] https://www.actfl.org/publications/all/world-readiness-standards-learning-languages

[2] TAGS: Educators Rising Teacher Shortage Advocacy Date: Tuesday, September 26, 2017

[3] https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/product/coming-crisis-teaching

[4] The Atlantic article, America's Lacking Language Skills www.theatlantic.com
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Welcome from NCOLCTL President

Less Commonly Taught Languages (LCTLs) continue to make an impact in the United States and beyond. It is with this in mind

that this year’s conference was themed "LCTL Education in the US: From Pre-K to Global Professional". The theme reinforces

the idea that LCTL classrooms contribute immensely to the production of language learners who can function both locally and

globally. On behalf of ALTA members and its Executive Board, we welcome you!

During this year’s 22nd ALTA conference, ALTA welcomes you to the Washington DC area where scholars, students and government officials can interact to re-center the role of the less commonly taught languages. While the name given to all African

languages seems to marginalize them, the evidence we have from our past students show that their role in their respective communities and beyond is by no means a small contribution. Their expertise is critical in their government’s decision making that

touch people’s lives and impact the well-being of people globally. It should also be mentioned that this year’s conference will

witness a professor of an African language, Dr. Alwiya Omar receive the 2018 Walton Award. African languages do therefore

have a good reason to celebrate.



The teaching of African languages continues to play a significant role in people’s lives in ways that had never been imagined. In

the diaspora, from individuals to entire communities, the knowledge of African languages cannot be taken for granted. These

languages remain critically instrumental in the lives of both young and old people. From chartered schools to public schools,

educators are finding it beneficial to introduce languages that help students enhance their learning, connect linguistically, enrich,

and preserve their cultural identities. We are witnessing these happenings because of migration and globalization which have become increasingly common. Thus, learning and mastering African languages is not an alternative but a central focus because

these languages continue to play a central role in human development. There is evidence to show that students do not simply

study African languages to fulfill foreign language requirements but rather students choose African languages for reasons that go

beyond grades. They choose African languages out of many possible options because they truly are interested in connecting with

the continent as well as making real connections between their majors and future careers.



This year, ALTA will showcase students who have been trained in African languages and now serve their countries using the

target languages they learned. As stated above, the surge in global migration has led to a huge number of heritage learners who

had not been given much attention before. In many of our classrooms, it is this group that has begun to form a major portion of

our upper level less commonly taught language learners. This is a group that our language programs should pay great attention to.

Languages such as Amharic, Yoruba, Somali, Swahili need to take advantage of these groups in building methodologies that can

address their needs. Such speakers can eventually lead to majors in African languages, something that is yet to be achieved in

America. Therefore, I would like to encourage participants to attend plenaries and sessions that will highlight these emerging

trends in our foreign language teaching.



Finally, as you come to this year’s conference we hope you will take a minute to enjoy the diversity that different African languages taught in our schools provide. Research based presentations on methodology, technology, assessment, and integration of

culture in our classrooms, are some of the highlights of this year’s conference. I also hope that you will find the conference rewarding academically and professionally. Again, we welcome you to the 22 nd ALTA conference in Washington DC area.



Muaka Leaonard

President ALTA
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NCOLCTL Executive Board

Wafa Hassan

President

Global Educational Excellence



An Chung Cheng

President - Elect

University of Toledo



Susan Schmidt

Secretary /Treasurer

University of Colorado



ALTA Executive Board



Leonard Muaka

President

Cornell University



Zoliswa Mali

VP/President - Elect

Howard University



Harrison Adeniyi

Secretary /Treasurer

Boston University



Shaheen Parveen

Individual Member-At-Large

Portland State University



David Ellis

Member-At-Large

NFLC, University of Maryland



Antonia Schleicher

Executive Director

Indiana University, Bloomington



Conference Staff &amp; Volunteers

Jonathan Choti

Member-At-Large

Michigan State University



Antonia Schleicher

Executive Director

Indiana University, Bloomington
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Delegates Assembly Members

NCOLCTL

Name : Eva Prionas

AATMG

Name : Alexander Dunkel

NASILP

Name : Luis Gonclaves

AOTP

Name : Pardis Minuchehr

AATP

Name : An Chung Cheng

CLTA/NCOLCTL Member-At-Large

Name : Wafa Hassan

NCOLCTL Vice President

Name : An Chung Cheng

NCOLCTL Member-At-Large

Name : David Ellis



ALTA

Name : Adeoulu Ademoyo

ALTA President

Name : Leonard Muaka

ALTA Vice President &amp; President-Elect

Name : Zoliswa Mali

ALTA Secretary-Treasurer

Name : John Wa`Njogu

ALTA Immediate Past President

Name : Antonia Schleicher

ALTA Executive Director

Name : Mahiri Mwita

CHAUKIDU Rep.

Name : Akinloye Ojo

AATY Rep.

Name : Abdul Nanji

Swahili Rep.



NCOLCTL At-Large-Board Member



Name : Amadou Beidy Sow

Bamana Rep.



Name : Gabriel Nik. Ilieva

NCOLCTL Member-At-Large



Name : David Adu Amankwah

Akan Rep.



Name : Susan E Schmidt

AATJ/NCOLCTL Secretary/Treasurer



Name : Byiswa Mini

Xhosa Rep.



Name : Alwiya Omar

NCOLCTL Past President



Name : Fehintola Mosadomi

Yoruba Rep.



Name : Jacques du Plessis

NCOLCTL President



Name : Mariame Sy

Wolof Rep.



Name : Antonia Schleicher

NCOLCTL Executive Director



Name : Audrey Mbeje

Zulu Rep.
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